WarMus Land Presents

SCARDust Lite Paper v1
an animated comic series & P2E fighting game,
with in-game digital collectible trading cards
(NFTs), weapons, wearables, land parcels, and
more.
SCARDust has a charitable foundation arm donating to and raising awareness about mental
health education, detecting signs, and seeking help. With the aid of Brandon Vera as chairman,
we will set up, create, and promote mental health awareness through our non-profit
organization.

SCARDust Teaser
Characters from across the SCARDust metaverse compete for the throne in a
dark arts and mixed martial arts tournament.

SCARDust Roadmap
1. Launch a creative token
2. Grow the community (and bags)
3. Create the foundation
4. Release entertaining content
5. Enter cryptoverse w/ animated comic series & P2E fighting game
6. In-stadium P2E tournament w/ music, prizes, and season awards

SCARDust Token
A DeFi-enabled ERC20 token powered by WarMus Land.

SCARDust Tokenomics
Total Supply: 10 Trillion + 1
$ 0% Reserve Tokens
$ Wallet Hard Cap: 2.5%
$ Tx Limit: 1.5% / first 15 mins
$ Cool Down Period: 5 mins / first 60 mins
*We burned all reserve tokens (42%, worth $1.3m), did an $85,000 buyback (1.2% of total
supply) for future exchanges, and locked liquidity for 101 years. 0% chance of rug.

Payroll:
$ 6% Dev*
$ 4% Marketing*
$ 1% Charity*
$ 1% Reflections
*3 signature multisig

SCARDust Socials
Become part of the community and join us on our social media platforms.
Your ideas and input will help us grow together!

WarMus Land
A crypto production studio bringing innovative web3 ideas to life.

Disclaimer
Info in this lite paper is subject to change or update and should not be construed as a commitment, promise or
guarantee by WarMus Land or any other individual relating to the future availability of services related to the
use of the tokens or to their future performance or value.
The document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities. It does not constitute or
form part of and should not be construed as any offer for sale or subscription of or any invitation to buy or
subscribe for any securities nor should it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied upon in any connection
with any contract or commitment whatsoever. SCARust expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any
direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from reliance on any
information contained in the lite paper, any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or any action
resulting therefrom.
This is not a recommendation to buy or financial advice, it is strictly informational. Do not trade or invest in any
tokens, companies or entities based solely upon this information. Any investment involves substantial risks,
including, but not limited to, pricing volatility, inadequate liquidity, and the potential complete loss of principal.
Investors should conduct independent due diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax
experts, on topics discussed in this document and develop a standalone judgment of the relevant markets prior
to making any investment decision.
We have prepared all information herein from sources we believe to be accurate and reliable. However, such
information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether expressed or implied. All market prices,
data and other information are not warranted as to completeness or accuracy, are based upon selected public
market data, reflect prevailing conditions, and our view as of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to
change without notice. The graphs, charts and other visual aids are provided for informational purposes only.
None of these graphs, charts or visual aids can and of themselves be used to make investment decisions. No
representation is made that these will assist any person in making investment decisions and no graph, chart or
other visual aid can capture all factors and variables required

in making such decisions.
The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate by reference, forward-looking
statements, which would include any statements that are not statements of historical fact. No representations
or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. Any projections, forecasts and
estimates contained in this document are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon certain
assumptions. These forward-looking statements may turn out to be wrong and can be affected by inaccurate
assumptions or by known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, most of which are beyond control.
It can be expected that some or all of such forward-looking assumptions will not materialize or will vary
significantly from actual results.

